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Wong, Frosh Directors, Take Office 
Belling 
Na_tha11ial Wong 
_ 
Nathanial Wong has been elected. 
Second Vice President of the Student Bar 
Association for the ~remainder of the year. 
Elected Fresh.man Director were Eileen 
Greenbaum , Robert Macek, Ron Heubsch , 
Donald Lohr, Laura Zeisel and Art 
Herdzik. 
Mr. Wong closely edged his opponent, 
Marty Miller, in a 90-81 decision. 
Totals for the freshmen were : Ms. 
Greenbaum , 61 ; Mr. Macek, 56; Mr. 
Heubsch, 50; Mr . Lohr, 46 ; Ms. Zeise), 43; 
Mr. Herdzik, 40; Mr. Stan Hudson, 39; and 
Mr. Mark Linneman, 3 I. 
Campaign promises 
Mr. Wong, a member of the Admissions 
Committee and BALSA, has previously 
represented the SBA at the Main Campus. 
He ran a quiet campaign and distributed no 
literature. 
Freshmen , too , conducted their 
campaigns mostly by word of mouth. 
Eileen Greenbaum, the high vote getter , 
did not campaign at all . 
Don Lohr concentrated his campaign 
on speaking with other freshmen . He found 
· that a major concern was the placement 
services available. 
"Destroying the isolationism of 
Prudential" is the aim of Ron Heubsch 
who conducted "no real campaign." He 
would like to see freshmen incorporated 
l!Jjo the rest of the student body for more 
interchange of ideas. 
Art Herdzik, too, was concerned over 
the lack of interaction between students. A 
tutorial system and book exchange systems 
were suggested by .Mr. Herdzik in his 
campaign . 
Laura Zeisel campaigned on a different 
platform - she'd like to get yogurt and 
apples in the vending machines. 
Bob Macek feli that the campaigns as 
presented on poster board did not 
represenl an adequate picture of each 
candi~ate's views. To this end, he put out a 
written campaign statement proposing that 
cheaper coffee of a higher quality be made 
available lo student through the possible 
reinstitution of last year's nickel coffee. 
Dive... group 
The new directors represent different 
varying backgrounds and points of vi'ew . 
Bob Macek is the former full-time director 
of the Buffalo Draft Counseling Center. He 
is completing a masters program al U.B. 
Don Lohr is a 1971 graduate of U.B. in 
political science . Ron Heubsch alsO studied 
political science along with economics at 
Boston College. Eileen Greenbaum 
graduated from Brandeis with studies in 
Theatre Arts. Laura Zeise) , a N.Y.U. 
graduate, has done graduate studies in 
anthropology. Art Herdzik is a May 1971 
graduate of U.B . 
Constitutional amendments 
The studen I body also passed three 
propo s itions for constitutional 
amendments. It approved , 198-20, an 
amendment changing the last date elections 
for SBA officers must be held from April 
IO to the 15th day following the first day 
of classes in the second semester . 
Deleted from the Constitution, 
l 79- 35 under "'Function , Duties of the 
Board of Directors," was the duty of 
establishing the dress regulations for the 
student body, Section 2 (n). 
Provisions for the Student Court, an 
entity which has been nonexistent for 
several years , was striken from the 
Constitution. 
Installation 
Mr. Wong and the freshmen directors 
were installed at the Friday, October 6th 
· RJ.,!eting of the Student Bar Associatio~. 
Eileen Greenbaum 
.£ 
'ii 
m 
Art Herdzik Ron Huebsch Don Lohr Bob Macek Laura Zeise/ 
Dembitz, and Coons _.fudge Denmen 
to Spe,!_k City Court: Where it's Going
On October 19th , Distinguished Visitors Forum will present 
Judge Nanelle Denbitz of the Family Court in New York City. Judge Judge M. Dolores Denman of Judge Denman, a law school several proposals. She does not 
Dembitz, who is currently running for the Court of Appeals has the Buffalo City Court spoke alumnus, discussed the processes call for more Judges or ~ ore 
recently been ruled 11 unqualified" by the State Bar Associa tion. She before the Distinguished Visitors and prublems facing the City money, but for a m.~r~ efficient 
will speak in •Room 
practitioners. 
110 at 1:00 to interested faculty , students and ' Forum on September 21.jm~-~-j'~lji[ Court. After a short, but info rm a tive spee ch , Judge useofthe presentfacihties. For example, Judge Denman 
The Mitchell Lecture Series will present Dr. John Coons of Denman fielded the questions of asked why Part 5 should hear 
Berkeley on .October 26th in 110 at I :00. Dr. Coons will speak on students. certam landlord tenant case., when 
Serrano and the Court: Litigation as a Means of Redistributing Plea bargaining was a major C I t Y .Ha 11 ha s a tribunal 
Educational Opportunity . student concern . Judge Denman established for .exactly that 
Anyoneinterestedinrneetinginformally .withJudgeDembitzor a.ttempted to c l ea r th ,e purpose. She pointed to _the 
Dr. Coons should contact Tom Bailey care of Shirley's office. di sc re pan cy between peoples Traffic Cou~t as ~n exam~le of 
mistaken impression of plea how now a Judge 1s occupied by
IN THIS ISSUE: bargaining as a type of backroom matters that can be as easily 
dea lin g and how the process handled by an administrator. In a 
O,ilean Legal Reform actually works. ' She stressed the short period of time , this will 
Professor Macaulay Speaks .. sa feguard s available to the become a reality , and another 
Jobs for Everyone???? defendant at every step in the plea Ci ty Court judge will be available 
Hurley Holds Placement Meeting .... .... . bargaining process. When the to handle far.more pressing cases. 
Our Man in Strasbourg defendant first accepts a plea, he In her work in Part 2, Judge 
International Institute of Human Rights. is questioned as to his actual guilt Denman has done much work in 
Poverty and is warned by the judge of the clearing the b ack Iog o f 
A New Series by Ea rl Carrel.. possible consequences of his plea. unnecessary cases facing the City 
Do Something! At the sentencing he is again given Court. 
An Interview with Al Katz ..... warnings. Judge Denman presented an 
The Environmental Cfflis Interested fn improving the infonnalive and helpful view of 
Poetry by Bob Doren ...... ..... : .. ....... .... . functioning of the City Court, the workings of the City Court to 
Stnnge Verd.icts . Belling Judge Denman has put forward a large and interested audience . 
Weatherwax v Sussex Parish ......... .. . . . ........ a c ten 
......... page three 
, .. page four 
........ page fi ve 
........ page sev.e.n 
...... page nine 
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Editorial Presidents Conier'p(Jo 
One of the few lasting accomplishments of the · by John Hayden will so drain the other clubs that they can not 
SBA in recent years was the implementation of nickle function effectively . 
The annual ..Moratorium on Reason Season" The largest single abuse appears to be in the areacoffee. The SBA purchased a coffee urn, and through 
has begun aga in On schedule. Fiften or so of conventions, and in this department Black 
organiza lions and committees have submitted American Law Students Association and Association 
the efforts of Marty Miller and friends, thr cost of our 
coffee dropped two-thirds. (Coffee in our vending 
budgets to the ·SBA Directorate which indicate that of Women Law Students deserve an accolade of
machine is 15 cents - students at the main campus pay 
thi~ season may be the best in history. The size of some sort. AWLS has requested nearly $ l ,000 for 
only a dime). the requests suggest that the word has leaked out, twelve persons to attend conventions. BALSA wantsThe savings to the average cup-a-day student are 
and that the whole world knows of Bill Buscaglia 's $ 1500 to send an unspecified number of students to 
obvious - $16.00 a year. Not to mention decent discovery of gold under his treasure r's desk. The an unspecified number of conferences. If the entire 
coffee. reasoning process of the individuals who develop the budgets of each were approved they would have over 
The coffee pot disappeared over the summer budget requests, and of those who act on them, is one-half of all SBA money, and the conventions 
while stored in the SBA Office. Mr. Miller has made a difficult, at best, to determine, put it appears to be would absorb nearly one quarter by themselves. 
valiant effort to contact everyone who might have a based, m pnnctple, upon that used so successfully by These sorts of demands are particularly 
clue to its whereabouts, but to no avail. the Defense Department. I am told by several unreasonable in a year where revenue will decrease 
Next week the SBA will begin debating budgets - Washington friends that there one takes the age of by I5% or more, but they are not the only abuses. 
deciding which groups shal l receive the thousands ·of the Secretary, translates it into a percentage factor, The rather smcere requests of the t~easurer for 
adds JOO percent and miltiplies the resu lt by the unpadded budg~ts went unheeded, and his work areadollars in our budget, Let's just hope they don't forget 
previous years' budget allocation. A sympathetic smells like _a ma1de_nfo_rm productmn line. .the biggest group of all - the student body - and get Congress (read SBA) then determines that any The biggest pity ts that students take 1t. Apathy 
us a new pot. organization that wants that much, needs one half of becomes meaningful at SBA budget meetings, and it 
Volume 13, Number 2 it. means that organizations with small followings and 
The result of this exercise in legislative logic is large budgets pre-empt the need_s of the StudentOctober 17, 1972 
that there is a far closer correlation between the Body as a whole. It is too bad I suppose, but at least 
amount demanded by an organization and that given, it means that we are becoming acclimited to the 
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than between the effectiveness of the group ano the environment in which most of us expect to practice. 
Business Manager - Christopher Greene amount allocated to it. The effect al the SBA level is I , for one, have found this sort of "clinical 
Photognphy Editor - Christopher BeUing that the few groups who make the largest requests experience" enlightening. 
Feature Editor - Earl Carrel 
·sports Editor - Douglas Roberts 
Poetry Editor - Robert Doren From the Registrars Office 
Arts Editors - Matt Greenblatt , Ibby Lang 
SBA Editor - Vacant The following sta tistics concerning the make-up of the law school have just been released by 
Production Manager - Vacant the Registrar's Office : 
Managing Editor - Vacant 
1972-73 October 2, 1972Article Editor - Vacant 
Assistant Editor - Vacant Other 
Staff - Kay Latona, Larry D. Shapiro, Otto Matsch, Gary Mastine, W.N.Y. N.Y. Out of State Total Women Minority Married 
Mike Donleavy , Alan Snyder, Jon Kastoff, Christopher Green, Joe 
Heath, Robert Rothstein, Larry Zjmmerman , Peter Clark, Linda Seniors 162 34 7 203 19 26 111 
Cleveland, John Levi , Sara Steinbock, Ted Orlin , John Hayden, Fred 
Steinberg, Dianne Graebner, David Schubel, Lou Haremski, Frank Juniors 169 40 4 213 30 , 30 95 
Buffomante. 
Freshmen I 18 56 14 188 47 24 62 
The Opinion is published every third week, excepl for vacations, 
during the regular academic yea r. It is the student newspaper of the Total 449 130 25 604 96 80 268 
State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law, 77 West Eagle 
Street , Buffalo, New York 14202. The views expressed in this paper 
are not necessarily those of the Editorial Board or staff of The 
!Opinion The Opinion is a non-profit organization. Third Class postage Other statistics, including Mean GPA and Mean LSAT, have been promised for the next issue 
entered at Buffalo, New York. of the Opinion. 
Letters to the Editor are encouraged. Writers should limit their letters 
to 400 words. Letters are subject to editing and will be printed at the 
:c,1:, .....•c: ,1 ; .. ... ...... : ..... 
by Otto Malsch 
THE VULTURES ARE COMING 
They are already warming up to the theme, cranking 
the bullshit machine into position to brainwash the people 
into. believing that we need it: Time Magazine tells us that 
we really can not expect to live decent lives unless H's 
done, Eric Severeid solemnly bleats that we don't have 
enough of it and are faUing b~hind the rest of the world, 
and the rest of .the Liberal Establishment goons are falling 
into Jock-s tep with their comrades, all of them trying to 
convince us that what this country really needs is more 
taxes. Americans, they drone, are under-taxed, and if we 
are to keep up with really relevant countries like Sweden 
and Albania we must have more dollars withheld from the 
people and sent to Washington to be directed into (the 
McGrovel gang calls it income redistribution) the coffers of 
politically powerful special interest groups, random 
bureaucratic slush funds, foreign aid to be wasted by 
foreign governments, and other idiotic schemes both 
foreign and domestic. 
AU this is the necessary consequence of the social 
experiments conducted by the Liberal Establishment. The 
procedure followed .is monotonously repetitious: find or 
invent a "problem," hereafter to be called a ucrisis," 
designate 60 or 70 agencies to deal with the crisis, making 
sure they overlap a lot, and pour money all over"the place. 
When the crisis persists, add more money. When the 
situation deteriorates, add money and more agencies, and 
tell them to spend it all and to issue a lot of contradictory 
,egulatiods. This has been done for 40 years, there are 
more agencies than anyone can count, nobody knows 
where I.he money has gone or is going, taxes have 
skyrocketed (and even the "temporary taxes" from WW II 
are being raised), legi timate government operations such as 
defense are being stripped of funding to provide more 
greenbacks for the bureaucrats to play with, and still the 
whining persists that the government should take more 
money from the people to waste in the same manner on 
the same old crises. 
There is a lot of talk being promulgated by the 
professional liars, especially politicians up for election, of 
the need for tax reforms. All of their schemes boil down to 
the same formu la: gouge the people. There are variations 
on the theme, such as the Value Added Tax (which is 
really just a sales tax), and the closing of " loopholes" of 
one sort of another. McGrovel is proposing to close all the 
"loopholes" he has voted for in 25 years in office under 
the banner of soaking the rich and corporations, i.e., the 
same old shell game. Corporate taxes are passed on to the 
consumers in the price, and no matter how it is sliced I it is 
always the consumers' collar that gets slashed. Nixon 
claims he won't raise tax rates, even though his economists 
disagree with him. So far al l the talk of tax reform has 
been about ways to raise taxes without raising taxes, which 
is a lot of crap. There is oil ly one meaningful tax reform, 
and it is tax reduction, and the only way to achieve that is 
through reductions in spending, and it will be a cold day in 
Hell when the vultures in Congress voluntarily withdraw 
their talons from the people's dollars. · 
At least hal f of the dollars spent by the feds are 
wasted. Urban renewal, intended to replace slum housing 
with new, low-cost housing, destroys more housing units 
than it builds. Job training programs cost more per student 
than tuition to Harvard. Poverty programs fu"nel money 
to social workers and paper shufners, and the inflation 
fueled by inane and irresponsible governmental poUcies 
erodes the value of the few dollars the poor have. Liberal 
whiz-kids , smart-asses with rlegrces in accounting, over•rulc 
the technical decisions of aeronautical engineers and the 
military ge ts stuck with F-111 bombers that won't fly . 
And in the meantime the regulatory agencies are keeping 
themselves busy , persecuting every corporation in the 
country, thus keeping the GNP artificially low and the tax 
rate artificially high. 
One outgrowth of this governmental Big Brother 
policy is that local bond issues for ahnost anything are 
being voted down with astonishing regularity all over the 
country . The bond referendums are the only chance the 
taxpayers have of directly controlling bureaucratic 
largesse, and they use it to voice their displeasure in what . 
some have called the "Taxpayers' Revolt." If the revolt is 
successful, governmental spending could be cut back to the 
point where the feds would be spending money only for 
legitimate expenses, which, it is to hoped, would be so low 
that taxes could be made voluntary. 
An immediate step in the proper direction for this 
liberation from the parasitic elements would be for 
taxpayers to emulate the example of the War Tax Resistors 
League, a group of relevant people who are withholding 
that pa:rtion of their tax assessment which would be spent 
on Indochina military act ivities. The principle shouW be 
extended to any other governmental boondoggle. You 
don't like Vietnam? Don't pay for it. You don't like 
foreign aid, or welfare, or farm subsidies, or anything else? 
Don't pay for them. Mr. Justice Douglas reminds us that 
rebellion against a tyrannical regime is justified. (f he is 
correct, then certainly the non-payment of taxes for 
specific government actions which the citizen considers to 
be despotic, oppressive, or immoral is· justified as a means" 
of non-violent rebellion. The government, after all, is 
supposed to exist for the benefit of the people, not the 
other way around. 
Tuesday, October 17, 1972 
~y Earl Carrel 
Perhaps the best way to start off an alumni 
column is to tell a little bit about the alumni 
association itself. The Law Alumni Association is 
one of ten constituent alumni groups within the 
framework , of the University at Buffalo Alumni 
Association. 
The alumni are the University at Buffalo's 
largest and most permanent constituency. Their 
numerical strength is far greater than that ·of any 
other group. Students, faculty, and administrators 
come and go, but once an alumnus, .always an 
alumnus. 
The officers of the Law Alumni Association 
for the 1972- 1973 year are: 
John H. Gridley, president; Hon. M. Dolores 
Denman, vice president and president-elect; Irving 
D. Brott, Jr., treasurer; and Robert Schaus, 
secretary. 
Directors are: 
Harold J. Brand, Jr., John D. Bridge, 
Anthony J . Colucci, Hon. Roger T. Cook, Robert 
P. Fine, John T. Frizzell, Richard A. Grimm, Jr. 
Samuel L. Green, James V. Hall, William H. 
Hepp,Ron. Rudolph U. Johnson; William J. Love, 
Jr., William J . Magavern, Richard S. Manz. 
Hon. Frederick J. Marshall, Joseph M. 
Ralabate, Walter T . Sendziak, Franklin A. 
Stachowiak, and Aaron Weinsiein. 
CLASS NOTES , 
Herbert H. Hoffman , '26. Title insurance officer 
at Abstract Title. Died September 3, 1972. 
Maurice Frey, '28. Retired as th~ Commissiimer 
of the Marriage Conciliation Bureau of the Eighth 
Judicial District. He has been succeeded by Peter 
L. Curtis, '.60. 
Ralph A. Boniello, '37. Appointed to the 
University Council at Niagara University. 
Morley C. Townsend, '45. Is the 1972- 1973 
president of the General Alumni Board of the 
State University of New York at Buffalo. 
Henry A . Jabczynski, '59. Attorney and 
Administrative Assis.tan! at the Legal Aid Bureau 
of Buffalo died August 13, 1972. 
Jason Karp, '70. Appointed Acting Director of 
the Legal. Aid Bureau , of Orleans County (New 
York). 
Florence G. Burton, '71. Appointed a Legal 
Assistant to the Erie County Attorney for 
Environmental Planning and Management. 
Samuel S. Rabkin, '71. Appointed an Assistant 
Erie County Attorney.· 
Frank A.- Valenti, '71. Resigned as an Assistant 
Erie County Attorney to join the Buffalo firm of 
Phillips,_Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine and Huber. 
Arthur E: Jackson, Jr., '72. Appointed an 
Assistant District Attorney for Niagara County. 
James E. Kelly Ill, '72. Appointed a Legal · 
Assistant to the Erie County Attorney . 
William R. Lewis, '72. Appointed an Assistant 
District Attorney for Niagara County. 
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Macaulay 
Chilean Legal ·Ref onn 
by Dianne Graebner ~II' ____ 
Chile's leftist coalition government, led by 
Marxist Salvador Allende, has been remarkably 
successful in reforming the country within a 
legalistic framework. "Given their goals," explained 
Visiting Professor Stewart Macaulay, "they've come 6
a long ?Jay, and to a remarkable degree they've kept 
the legalities." 
The second speaker in the " Distinguished 
Visitors Forum" series explained and assessed the 
theories and accomplishments of Chile's two year 
old government under a communist president as he 
add ressed an audience of 200 persons September 28. 
Mr. Macaulay went to Chile in August 1970 as 
director of Sal).liago's 'lnternational Legal Center. " I 
went to talk to Chilean law professors about research 
methods. I didn 't realize they'd eleci. Salvador 
Allende president," he said. "It was fascinating." 
The theory of socialism among those Chileans 
whom "you would loosely call left, progressive or 
Marxist," said Mr. Macaulay I is that "capitalism 
cannot develop Latin America and the present social 
structure cannot remain if there's going to be 
change." The goal, therefore, is " to get rid of 
foreigners who take money out of the country and 
get the money into the hands of the government." 
In theory, he explained, "this much socialism 
could easily be reached through a Western 
democratic legal system," or as the Chileans term it; 
"The Road to Socialism Through Bourgeoise 
Legality" - the title of the visiting professor's 
speech. _ 
Much of Allende's government, Mr. Macaulay Levi 
said, has been "legally impeccable ." Elections are bargained with the takers, managing to effect just 
frequent and are held in every area of society. about what his agrarian reforms would do. The 
Allende's strong, legitimate powers include "toma," However, destroys government planning 
adininistration of legislative agrarian refonns, and amounts to selective enforcement of the law. 
price-setting, and control of a well-run police force . Allend.e•s opponents do not sue to regain their 
Under Allende the Chilean congress rights; rather they· go through the political process. 
unanimously approved a constitutional amendment The result has been a stand-off between the 
to nationalize Kennecott and Anaconda copper president and his hostile · congress. CongrtS!t passed a 
companies. This extremely popular move was totally constitutional amendment that would set back much 
JegaJ iri Chile, Professor MacauJay expJ:iined. The of AIJende~s de facto nationalization, but the 
government deducted from the companies' politicos have discovered that the constitution does 
compensation excess profits of the past ten years; not state the requirement for overridlllg a 
everything balanced out. The compensat ion scheme, presidential veto. Meanwhile there .are negot.ia~iqns 
he said, was '"fascinating for lawyers. Very legalistic on both sides. "Everybody is holding his breath until 
with its courts and outside appraisers." · the 1973 national elections," hoping the government 
- The legality of many of Allende's uther efforts will hold together that long, said Mr. Macaulay. 
have been challenged by his opponents. His de facto Because Allende must be popular in the short 
nationaliz~on of numerous companies, for ·run (he can't succeed himself and congressional 
example, is based in part on an unre()ealed decree elections in this country with a strong democratic 
from a I 00-day government of the 1930s. The tradition are slated for 1973), the president has paid 
original owners have I.rouble sueing for recovery, a price for his efforts. He has had to give in the 
noted the speaker, since the Chilean government copper mine rs for higher wages, and he has had to 
didn't set up i,ts administrative court system allowed allow farmers to work small plots rather than large 
· under 1925 law. One judge has since handled one of cooperative farms. According to Professor Macaulay, 
these cases, but the Supreme Court of Chile, noted the country also is more polarized today. 
Mr. Macaulay 1 "wants to avoid. it like the U.S. ,Allende 's government, however, has " put one • 
Supreme Court wants to avoid the question of the big chunk of the economy into government handsn 
Vietnam War." said the speaker, and it has established a legitimacy · 
Another problem for the coalition government that has he;lped it inside the country and 
is called the "toma" or "taking," said Mr. Macaulay. internationalJy. 
One party to the left of the president, the Left Allende "Unidad Popular" faces "tremendous 
Revolutionary Movement (akin to Uruguay's problems," stated Professor Macaulay. But against 
' Tupamaros) has organized the communities and these internal problems and an international 
countryside,' encouraging pepple to take over backdrop of an immense debt left by his 
f3Ctc>ries, farms and housing. Many persons from the predecessors (second only to lsraers) and an 
countryside have done this, and since they are unfriendly stance by countries like the U.S. (whose 
radicalized and armed, Allende cannot thoroughly policy is '"don't make ·life easy for Chile"), the 
enforce the law and risk armed 'confrontation. Allende government, concluded Mr. Macaulay, "has 
Consequently, explained Professor Macaulay, he has accomplished a great deal." 
Wo111en on the Move 
by Sara Steinbock ge nerally aimed at women not The afternoon panels 
now in law school, the morning I(I :30-3:30) will be addressed to 
On Saturday, October 28, session (9:30- 12:00) will interest women thinking of applying to 
1972, a symposium on law women law students as well. law school. '"Getting into Law 
careers, admission to law school At 9:30 a.m. women in a wide ISchool" will be discussed from 
and the law school experience will range of lega l career.. will discuss I I: 30- 2:30; "The Law School 
be held in the Conference "What can be done with a law Experience" from 2:30-3 :30 . 
Theater, Norton Hall , U.B. Main degr~e?" Included on the panel Participating in the conference 
Campus. The Association of will be judges, administrators, from the law school will be 
Women Law Students is one of faculty, corporate counsel, Professor Marjorie Girtht 
se veral spo n so r s of the private, "movement'' and public Administrative Assistant Marilla 
conference. which is designed to attorneys. Giles and students Tricia 
in crease awareness of the At 11:00, members of the Semmelhack, Marylou Clark, 
possibilities of a legal career for panel will lead small group Buffy Burke, Yvonne u:wis, 
women in the Buffalo area. discussions on future job Barbara Barth, Rosalie Stoll and 
AIthough the conference is prospects in their are_as. . Sara Steinbock. 
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Hurley Holds National Moot .Court 
Placement Meeting Competition 
by Tom Reeve 
Fresh from the clear sunny skies of Colorado, explained that over 1600 had been contacted but 
SUNY at Buffalo's own Tom Hurley began his new that Only a very few desired to inteiview in Buffalo. 
school year by holding an open meeting with the 40 However, many said thal they would be willing to 
percenters. That is, he spoke at the Law School. interview a student who travels to see them. Pe~y 
which has access to his services as placement officer Beilfuss, on the 11th floor of Prudential, has the 
40 percent of the time. For lhose of you who are addresses of those firms willing to interview at their 
new to U.B. and think that a 40% placemen t effort is home offices. Peggy also has custody of all the other 
not quite what you'd expect from a school this size , current placement files which may yield some job 
all I can say is "join the crowd ." Most of us who possibilities. 
have been here a while also feel it is less than ideal, As Mr. Hurl ey emphasized ea rly in his 
presentation, the student who really wants a job but it is a definite improvement over the past when 
must be willing to do quite a bit of work himself. 
week. In o rd er to maintain this (hopefuUy) 
he was available only one day o r one afternoon per 
This will continue to be the si tuation for the 
continuing development , new ideas and suggestlons fo reseeable futu re , unless the job market changes 
are a lwa ys needed. If you have constructive drastical ly fo r the be tter. The extensive files which 
are beginning to be developed and the mailing lists 
the placement committee: Dr. Mix, Mr. Hurley, Bill Once again the Moot Court is 
suggestions, they should be given to any member of 
will only help if the student is willing to use them. Air pollution is the central 
HamiltOn, Tom Mullaney, Tom Reeve, and ~ ich One aspect of the placement program which ready l o e nter the appellate theme of the hypothetical case on 
should not be ignored is the regist ration card . This courtroom, as three members of whi ch the trio will write an Schisler . 
should be filled out so that your name might be appellate brief and present an ~ral 
given to possible employers, o r so that you might be argument. The underlying legal 
"" Mr. Hurley is still somewhat new to the field of the organiza tion prepare to enter 
Law Placement. After the SBA embarrassed the main the Region I round of the 
campus into finding the fund s, they supported Mr. notified of possible job openings. Nati o nal M oo t Co u r t issues involved are class action, 
Hurley's trip to a convention in Colorado this The placement brochure which is being put Competit ion, scheduled to be held nuisance, standing, and pendent 
summer. This was the fi rst convention of the newly in New Haven, Connecticut , on together by the committee was mentioned by Mr. jurisdiction of Federal Courts. In 
formed National Association of Law Placement Hurley. This brochure, which is designed to help November IO and 11. essence, the problem raises the 
Officers, of which Mr. Hurley is a member. By "se ll" the school and the students to prospectivC Jesse M. Baker, David C. issue of whether classical legal 
attending the convention as SUNY's representative, employers will be ready this fall . Schubel , and Frederi ck W. the o ries ca n be s tructured 
not only did he help lo make other schools aware of . The subjec t of resumes was also discussed at the Steinberg compose the Buffalo e ffecti vely to deal with a 
our existence, but he also was able to meet and talk t eam in the Nationalmeeting. Mr. Hurley showed the available guidelines entered c o nt e mp o r a ry soc io-lega l 
with the more experienced law placement officers for writing a resume and also stated that for those Compe tition . The team was problem. 
from other schools. He made numerous contacts and who seek pe rsonal advice on this ext remely selected from,among the members The team will file its brief on 
important docament that he would be glad to help. behalf of pl aintiffs who are we hop e th a t th ese may bear frui t in the of thi s ye ar ' s Moo t Courl 
not.too-distant future . He is available on Tuesdays and Wednesdays in the Executive Bo ard . Pro fesso r citizens seeking money damages 
Mr. Hurley described the program of contac ting Prudential building: check with the 11th floor for Kenneth Joyce will accompany and a pe rm an e.nt injunction 
the team. aga in s t an industrial polluter. 
The regional tournament will Und e r Na ti o n a l Moot Court 
have thirteen teams competing, Competition rules, however, any 
the winner of which will go to team may be required to orally 
New York City in December for argu e th e pos iti o n o f th e 
th e fin a l ro und . Regi on I, petitioner, o r respondent. 
comprised of Connec ticut, Maine, P ro min e nt jud ges a nd 
Massachuse tts, New Hampshire , ' atto rneys will decide the outcome 
Rhode Island, Vermont and fo r of the evert!>:'-
the first time I New York, has Th e Law Schoo l wishes 
traditi o na lly b ee n the most Schubel, Baker and Steinberg the 
compe titive region within the best of luck in their endeavor. 
National Competition. 
Prisoner Release Workshop Series 
by Linda Cleveland Narcotics Addition Control Commission on 
September 27 . 
Leading o ff as guests in a wo rkshop series ·The series is intended as an in-service 
presented by the Prisoner Release Program training program for about 20 law students 
were Buffalo City Court Judges M. Dolores e mploy ed b y th e .E ri e Count y Ba r 
De nm an , Theodore S. Kasler, Alois C. Assoc ia lion Priso ner Release Program. 
Mazure and William J . Ostrowski. They However, Sal Martoche, admin istrator of the 
appeared a t the initial session , Wednesday , program, expressed a desire to have all 
September 13, to discuss how each se ts bail , interested law students participate free ly in 
to criticize the efforts of law students in the the workshops. 
program who make bail recommendations, Priso ne r Release currently interviews 
and generally to discuss with students some about 600 prisoners per month and does 
of the p ro ble m a reas in arraignment background investigations needed by the 
procedures. courts in o rder that th ey may set the lowest 
Subsequent workshops fea tures Assistant possible bails fo r criminal defendants or 
District Attorneys Herbert Herman , John release them without bail in less serious 
Ke nneally and Michael McMorrow who offenses. In making their investigations and 
talked about the role o f the DA in the setting recommenda tions, the students come in close 
o f bail and the grand ju ry system, on con tact with many agencies, including some 
September 20. Mr. Charles Orlando, Chief tha t will be the subject o f la ter workshop 
Criminal Clerk o f the Erie Coun ty Court p rograms including the crim inal records 
discussed civil and criminal commitmen ts to s ys t e m , th e pa ro le a nd p roba t io n 
Mas t e-n Pa rk , the loca l faci lity of the departments and the Public Defender. 
· Belling 
prospective employers about possible interviews. He his location. 
Coming Speakers
Henna Kay - Pro f. o f Famil y Law at Friday , Oc tober 20 Dean Richard Myren - Dean of the Center Wed ., October 18 
Berke ley. " Divorce Law" · 12:00, Facul ty fo r Crimin al Justice, SUNY/Albany: Study 
Lounge. at lhe Cente r and careers in the Criminal 
Ju stice fie ld. 12:30 Faculty Lounge. 
Hon. Nane tte Dembitz - Famil y Court Thu rs., Oc tober 26 · Dr. 'John E. Coons - Serrano and the 
Judge, city o f New Yo rk - Candida te fo r Cour t : L iti gati o n as a m ea n s o( 
Court of A p pea ls . 1:00 , rm. I 10. Redistributing E duca tional Opportunity . 
Distinguished Visito rs F orum. I :00, rm . I I 0 . Mitchell Lecture Series. 
Thurs., Oc tober 19 
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The Iltternational Institute of 
Human Rights 
byT_ed Orlin 
Last summer, three Buffalo Jaw 
s tudents, Nick Amigone, Mark 
Finkelstein and Ted Orlin, 
attended in Strasbourg, France, 
the third annual course on 
international protection of human 
rights. The course, instituted and 
organized by the International 
Institute of Human Rights (Rene 
Cassin Foundation), was attended 
by 110 law and diplomacy 
s tudent s, academicians, and 
practicing attorneys. 
Orlin 
THE INSTITUTE 
It ,is imp.ortant to understand 
the ,orig in of the spm;isoring 
Insti tute and the rationale behind 
their 1support fo r the course. The 
International lnstit~ Human te 
Rights (Rene Cassi 1 oundation) 
was ,es tabli shed -,Monsieur 
Cassiq, a recipient of the 1968 
Nobel Peace Prize for his role as 
the m ajor architect or the 
Universal Declaration of. Human 
Rights. The prize money that M. 
Cassio received , was immediately 
directed to his lifolong cause or 
promoting human rights on a 
worldwide basis . 
He created the Institute 10 
c h a nn e l runds for fodlitating 
interrlational respeCt for human 
r ight s. The In st itut e, while 
invol~ed in a myriad of"p rojects at 
this · 1time. considers its summer 
cou r7e the most important part of 
its .program. For the third 
co n Secut iv e year, prominent 
scholars and practitioners from 
around the world ga thered in 
St,rasbourg t o teach aspiring 
d:i>lomats and international 
lawyers from over 60 different 
nations and five continents, the 
infricacies of the protection of 
human rights by internationaJ law. 
f THECITY 
Stdsbourg, France, is an 
extrem~ly appropriate site for the 
study of human rights. Not only is 
the I,istitute's office located 
there , but Strasbourg is the home 
of the 'Council of Europe and its 
Europtan Commission and Court 
of Human Rights, considered by 
many to have the most effective 
international syste m now 
functioning for protecting human 
rights. It is believed that the 
impetus for 'the founders of the 
Council of Europe lo place the 
Council in this Rhine city was 
Strasbourg's bloody history of 
battles between France and In addition to attending the formality and the safe ty of a 
Germany for control of this river lecture s, the students were able to prepared lecture , the seminar 
port make it a fitting seat for a pose questions to the speakers in allowed questions ot a topical and 
Council dedicated to European separate French- and volatile nature that the lecture r" 
peace and unity. A visitor to Englisll•speaking seminars. The might have attempted to avoid in 
Strasbourg is not permitted to seminars, considered by many to his formal presentation. 
forget the tragedy that history be more fruitful than the actual THE WORK STUDY GROUPSbrought this region , for he is le c tures, helped to place the One of the most rewarding 
con tinu ally reminded by the course mat eria l in better. aspects of the course was the 
numerous war monuments perspective. For the European work-study groups that met with
scattered throughout the city and scholar not accustomed to this international civil servants of the by the s tori es of war-weary type of education device, the Council or Europe three times a
citizens that ring with personal se minar might have been week. This part of the program
calamity . un comfo rtable . But to the closely resembled an American 
Strasbourg in 1972 is peaceful, student, seeking to break through la w school class and that is
representing some of the best 
rewards of European unity as 
evidenced by the frequent and 
easy border passing between 
France and Gennany. (As a 
resident of Buffalo, familiar with 
the Peace Bridge border crossing 
and its summer traffic jams, I 
especially marve led at the 
efficiency and speed with which 
the Germans and French handled 
the situation.) The student of 
human rights, as a result , has a 
re a l opportunity to witness 
first-hand the benefits the spirit of 
internationalism can bring. 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The first lecturer to address the 
participants was President Cassin , 
in which he outlined the 
objectives of the course· and 
declared the need for dedicated 
young idealists to study, from a 
proressional perspective, the • 
problems involved ln protecting 
human rights through 
international law. My colleagues 
and I agreed that this man 's 
reputation for sin cere dedicatio.n 
10 lh e cause of internalional peace 
and ju stice is welJ deserved. 
According to interest , the 
g roup wa s d ivided into two 
sec tions, and the next 1hree week 
were spent studying either "Socia l 
and Cult ural Rights' ' or "The Law 
of Armed Connicts." In these 
sessions, the participants had the 
unique oppor!unit y lO hear a wid e 
a ss ortme nt or l e i.:turer s 
representing many i.: ultures, who 
have international reputations for 
expertise in va rious aspec ts of 
international relations and law . To 
give an illustration of the calib re 
and diversity of the lecturers. a 
list follows: 
Lecturer Nationality Position Topic 
Jean Pictet Switzerland V. Pres. Int. Committee Humanitarian Law and 
of the Red Cross the Protection of 
the Victims of War 
A.H. Robertson United Kingdom Director of the Regional Protec tion 
Human Rights Div. of Human Rights 
Council of Europe 
S.M. Thio Singapore Former Dean Faculty 
of Law, Singapore 
Implementation of Eco. , 
Social and Cultural Right 
in Developing Countries 
lmrc Szabo Hungary Member of the Hungarian The Right to Education 
Academy of Science and Other Cultural Rights 
Hector Gies Espiell Uruguay Ambassador of Uruguay The Evolution of Eco., 
to the U.N. Social and Cultural Rights 
in National and Int. Law 
Dr. Branimir M. Jankovic Yugoslavia Prqfess~rade Human Rights - The 
University U.N. and Specialized 
Agencies 
Orlin 
perhaps why the American law 
(;tudents, unlike their European, 
Asian and African counterparts , 
did not fear participation. Here 
students were asked to prepare 
and brief cases that the European 
Commission and Court of Human 
Rights had previously d·ealt with. 
In typical American teaching 
tradition, the civil servants, who 
had worked directly on these 
cases, posed questions in Socratic 
style. This proved to be the most 
intellectually st imulating formal 
activity of the course for the 
int erna ti ona l law student. It 
provided a first-hand account of 
lhl! dynamics of the European 
system which many feel to be the 
most advanced in the world. In 
retrospect, those sessions alone 
were well worth the three-week 
stay in Strasbourg. 
THE NIGHT PROGRAM 
Strasbourg, with its wonderful 
mixture of French, "German and 
Alsacian cu lture and cuisine 
pl'ovided ample opportunity for 
enjoyable evenings. This is not to 
• say that it was just our stomachs 1 
that we re sa ti a ted, for our 1 
intellectual curiousity was fed as 
well. With the participants 
representing so many different 
cultures (e.g. Iv ory Coast, 
Malaya sia , The Gambia), our 
evenings were filled with 
stimulating discussions of politics, 
bo th national and international, as 
well as Alsacian beer and wine. 
The co nversatio n s were so 
stimulating and the beer and wine 
so refreshing that several .of the 
pa rt i c ipanrs · took it upon 
themselves to organize a more 
formal program and to invi te all 
those interested, and to seek 
several of the students to speak on 
the probl ems of their own 
nation s. Among th e topics 
di sc ussed with grea1 intensity 
wer e: Biafra , Bangla De sh, 
military regimes and human 
rights, e.g. Nige ria and Spain , 
freedom of the press. While the 
decibel level of the c:.1fe rooms we 
used of ten. rose as toundingly , 
those of us who talked ourse lves 
Orlin 
dry , and drunk ourselves tipsy, 
agreed that from a personal 
perspective those evenings helped 
us develop an understanding and 
appreciation of the problems that 
other cultures face that few 
American law students ever have 
an opportunity to experience. 
Speaking for the three of us 
who went to Strasbourg, I can 
sincerely say that the course was 
well worth the time . I would 
encourage au those interested in 
s tudying internalionaJ law to 
consider this as a possibility for 
next summer. If you wish more 
infonnation, those of us who 
participated will be glad to 
provide it. 
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Housing is Still 
a Problem 
by Earl Carrel spaces will be opening up on the 
One of the rarest commodities Amherst Campus starting this 
in the Buffalo area is low- or coming January. 
moderat ely-priced housing, in While this is of no help to 
non-slum conditions for married married students, it is a good sign 
students. At one time, it appeared for single students, both male and 
that the University was going to fema le . The I.M . Pei dorm 
step in and help out married c ompl ex will provide 
s tudents by conve rting the appriximately 800 spaces. These 
Allenhurst apartmen1s lo livable spaces will be available to all 
units for student families. It now students al UB and, if what the 
seems that this will not be the Housing Office says is true , there 
case. will be space for all Law students 
The University-held lease for who wanl to live there starting in 
the Allenhurst area ex pires in September 1973. The cost per 
August and, according to officials room has not been determined 
in the Housing· Office , it will not yet , but it is ind icated thal it will 
be renewed or extended . One be subs1an1ially less than the rate 
reason is economic. It now costs for on-campus dorm space. 
the University over S2,600 per One piece of good news for 
apartm ent for the Allenhurst !hose students who have not 
unit s. In or der for married found a place to live this year has 
s tud e nt s to live in the se turned up. For the firs t time in 
apartments , ex ten s ive quite a number of years there are 
rehabilitation would be necessary. available spaces in the dorms on 
Neither the Universi ty nor the the Main Street Campus and in 
ow ne r of the property is the All enhurst slums. If any 
interested in spending the money s tud ents are interested , they 
necessary to accomplish rhi s. should contact the On-Campus 
Additi ona ll y , new dormitory Housing Office in Goodyear Hall. 
, Belling 
Law students are in a very different 
po si lion from undergraduates, graduate 
by Earl Carrel 
In the early l960's, Ben H. Bagdikian students, or other professional students. The 
wrote a short book entitled In the Midst of· financial resources available to others are 
Plenty. It was a collection of short writings simply not as available to the student in a 
about the plight of the poor of America, a Law School, particularly in New York State. 
story of poverty al its worst in a nation Additionally, tuition in Law School is 
which supposedly was and is economically considerably highe r than that of 
best equipped to eradicate poverty , disease, undergraduate and graduate programs in the 
and illiteracy . State University system and although equal 
to the charges for other professional schools, 
The Law School of the State University the "young lawyer" does not have the 
of New York at Buffalo is certainly not income in the first few years out of school to 
overrun with disease and illiteracy, but there compare with doctors. 
is poverty. It's not the kind of poverty which Financially , the law student at U/B 
shows itself in distended stomachs, rotted cannot ge t a " free ride." There are no 
teeth, and other signs of malnutrition ; nor is gradua te assistantships as there are in 
it the type which evidences ·itse,lf in s tudents graduate school. There are no Lehman 
coming to school in the winter without warm Fellowships given to law students as there are 
clothing. In fact it is a type of poverty which for graduate students. All the law student can 
is indee.,difficull to see al all. hope for is to ge t the max imum under 
Sc h o la r Ince ntive and have the StateWe shouldn ' t get the idea that because it University Scho larship ,Fund pick up the rest. 
cannot readily be SC:en, it is not economic Some times, there is a small bit of moneypoverty , for that is exactly what it is. It is an 
avai lable from the school for scholarships, 
out-and-out lack of money by an increasingly but it is so limited , that the funds often do large number of students. 
no t even cover the cost of books. 
What makes it difficult to pinpoint is that What 's left is either taking oul regular 
there is really no one person who can be bank loans, student loans, National Defense 
blamed for this problem. There is no one Education Act Loans, New York State 
agency which can be blamed. Neither is there Hi gh e r Education Assistant Corpo ration 
one person who can e liminate or remedy the Loans, drawin g upon savi ngs, being 
problem nor on ly one agency to handle the supported by parents or spouse , or work 
many students who are deple ting their study programs (if you can get placed) or 
savings or going deeply into debt to finance finding a job on your own. 
their educations. Nex t we will take a look at the various 
The problem is a very complex one which loan funds and what they require. 
involves several levels of gov~mment, a 
number of state and local university agencies, Editor 's note: This is the first of a two-part 
and the national financial community. series on financial resources for studem s. 
Notes Fron, Elsemlaere 
by Kay Latona 
Student Lawyer (ABA- l.SD 9/72) 
Senator Harry F. Byrd has proposed a 
Constitutional amendment providing that 
federal judges serve in office for a term of 
eight years, at the end of which term they 
would be automatically nominated for 
reconfirmation by the Senate , unless they 
requested otherwise. If reconfirmed by the 
Senate , the judges would serve for an 
additional eight years. 
Senator Byrd submils that fixed tenure 
for the judiciary , now provided for in 47 or 
our SO stales , is a "reasonable means of 
achieving accountability [to the people] of 
(federal ] judges without destroying their 
basic independence." He feels that such 
tellure is " in line with the over•all 
movement in American government toward 
a more broadly based democracy." 
The Gavel, Cleveland-Marshall Law School 
(as reported in Student Lawyer) 
Jf we're here today , and there's no 
trouble tomorrow , then we haven't donC 
our job!" proclaimed Gloria Steinem to 
law students at Cleveland-Marshall. She 
urged the group to "kick ass and take 
names," suggesting that finns not recruiting 
women not be allowed to interview al that 
law school. 
Obiter Dicta , Univ. of Missouri•Kansas City 
School of Law, Spring- Summer t972 
Dean Kelly paid tribute to the law 
alumni and friends who last year 
financially supported the activities of the 
Law Foundation both as contributors to 
and as Fellows of the Foundation. Plaques 
were awarded to the three law firms which 
had established scholarships during the 
year . He also noted substantial 
contributions made lo the support of the 
Law Foundation by private persons. 
Dean Lockhart paid tribute to the Law 
Foundation's benefactors : "I share the 
convi ction that public funds are nol 
enough lo make a great law school of a 
publ.icly supported law school. It needs 
private support as well. I am happy to see 
this Foundation and Law School operating 
so well as a partnership in excellence ." 
Will we remember this when we get to 
be alumni? Will we care? 
The Texas Law Forum , Univ. .of Texas 
School of Law, 8/14/72 
From an interview with Professor Leo 
K.anowitz , author of Women and 1he Law, 
the Unfinished Revolution, who teaches a 
course by that name at U.T. : 
"Me~ who take such a course , like 
women who take such a course, cannot be 
characterized as necessarily a homogeneous 
group. I'm sure there ·is much diversity in 
the perspec~ives and the amount of prior 
information that men students bring to a 
course just as women bring to such a 
course. But the men who have participated 
in such a course seem to be dedicated to 
the basic ideals of human rights. They are 
willing to examine the status of women, 
and more particularly to the status of both 
men and women in our society and in our 
legal system. I think for men as well as 
women who participate in such a course , 
an impo rtant process takes place : 
consciousness raising. As William Graham 
Sumner ha s observed , thi s is the 
indi spens ible pre requi site to any 
meaningful judicial or legal reform, i.e., a 
consciousness that something needs to be 
reformed . Though men and women 
students may have some idea about the 
extent lo which the law conlinur.s to make 
arbitrary and unreasonable assumptions 
about men and women as a group, the 
enormity of the law's sins in this area is 
undoubtedly appreci:ited much more at the 
end of the course than at the beginning. 
..I think that sensilivily to the Seneral 
problems of the status of men anrl women 
in society is desirable when other subject 
areas of the law are examined ... As a 
mailer of fact , the Association of 
Ameri qan Law Schools is holding a 
conference at New York University on 
October 21 to which law teachers from 
throughout the United States have been 
invited. The purpose of the conference is 
to educate members of the law teaching 
profession about the need to integrate into 
their regular law school courses . .. cases, 
statutes~ and other materials relevant both 
to their particular field of interest and to 
questions of sex discrimination and of the 
status of women and of men as such. How 
suc cessful this effort will be is very 
difficult to say .. . Incorporating sex role 
materials in the traditional law school 
courses would not dispense with the 
importa.nt need to have special courses 
focusing directly on the ques tion of sex 
roles in law and society . . . the social 
movement for equality without regard to 
sex has become, if not the most important , 
at least one of the most important social 
movements of our time, and promises to 
remain such for the foreseeable future ..." 
In lhe same issue of the Texas Law 
Forµm is an ad from Sam Slaughter Stores, 
appealing to "Bachelors! Law Wives!" to 
shop there . Presumably female law 
students arc not welcome. 
0 
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Looking back upon freshman 
year from the lofty vantage point 
of my second year, I try to figure 
out what made it so terrible. It 
was a very boring process of 
seemingly limited value and I 
sensed that there must be a better 
method of learning the law than 
we are subjected lo. I feel that the 
function of law schoo l is 
three-fold : I . to acquaint a person 
with the law and law reference 
material ; 2 . to develop an 
analytical mind; and 3. to develop 
an awareness of the social 
responsibility of a lawyer. 
In what ways could the law 
school experience be changed in 
order to be more productive and 
valuable? In trying to answer this 
question, I felt ii necessary to 
conduct an internal examination 
of the law school, or: WHAT ARE 
WE DOING AND WHY? The 
following is an interview/rap with 
that old king of Rock and Roll, Al 
Katz, Professor of Law, in which 
we explore the questions of the 
function of law school, first year 
classes, and the educational 
process. What resulted was a very 
infonnative and helpful discuaaion 
which I've attempted to recapture 
here. My sincerest appreciation to 
Professor Katz for his time, help 
and knowledge. 
(Note on Fonn) At times this 
interview/rap will be a direction 
question/response ; at other times 
it will be segments of thoughts -
mainly by Prof. Katz. The main 
reason for this is that often during 
the rap, we bounced around and, 
for me at least , it became a very 
meaningful discussion, both 
parties contributing, without 
direct regard for the material 
product. I hope the overall feeling 
can be adequately conveyed by 
the fo ll owing 
Do Something 
by Larry Shapiro 
LS: At the beginning of ti1e semester last 
year (Freshman Criminal Law) you told us 
to watch ou( for the apathetic trap that 
you've seen every class fall into their 2nd 
and 3rd year and to try to not lose that 
spirit , but we probably would . Yet, it 
seems that the Law School's "Western Civ" 
approach to first year courses, of large 
classes and broad topics, very strongly 
influences the students to "dry up." What 
could be done to make it different? 
_ 
Student Larry Shapiro 
AK: My own philosophy is that "Nuts and 
Bolts" law is harder to learn by itself the 
first year. A teacher should give more help 
the first year in nuts and bolts law. 
Afterwards, classes should help someone 
deepen and broaden his understanding and 
ability to manipulate nuts and bolts law. A 
greater number of clinical programs might 
help the situation. This is now considered a 
somewhat radical approach, but the clinical 
method of instruction was the way 75 
year, ago. The Clinical method would be 
much more expensive in personnel. But 
this would not be of value the first year; 
students just don't know enough the first 
year. They aren' t ready. 
A significant part of the problem is 
that education has come to be mainly a 
passive process. The burden of learning is 
placed on the teacher. After I 6 years of 
this educa tional process, the student 
expects to be taught , not to learn. ,Also, 
many teachers aren't very good. When 
students demand to be inspired, the 
teacher wants Lo fall back on the defensive 
mechanism of " I am a resource; use me." 
There is a lot that students could do that 
they' re not doing, but the institution 
doesn't help the problem any. In order for 
the law school experience to be 
meaningful , there must be a shift away 
from passivity. What do you want to learn? · 
What do you want to do? It is a great 
mistake to see school merely as a stop on 
the way to the bar. 
LS: It seems that the drying up process of 
16 years of education continues in Law 
School. Whether it's because the students 
are turned off when they begin , or get 
turned off, or the institution functions to 
stifle interest , it happens. What can we do 
about it? 
AK: What kind of impact can the itudcnt 
have on the school? What do you need to 
learn about the law : books and people. The 
school is full of both. If a student is 
interested in a subject , there are books that 
he ca n read, there are persons 
knowledgeable in that subject. Students 
should take ii from there , based on what 
they want to learn about that subject. 
T eacher s are under-used as resouroe 
personnel (outside of the classroom). I 
' canno t give much time to the individual 
student as it is now se t up, but if students 
made more demands on the teachers, the 
institution would have to respond by 
freeing the teachers and the teachers by 
freeing themselves. 
DO SOMETHING! If you don't know 
what you want lo do, ask someone. For 
example, students underutilize the 3 hours 
allo tted for independent study, but my 
experience has been thal students do 
terribly in this free situation - they are ou t 
of the habit. Whatever imagination they 
had as children has disappeared. 
LS: It often seems that a professor comes 
into class with a set or closed concept of 
what he wants to cover in that class and he 
will not deviate from that plan. 
AK: There is a general desire to cover a 
certain amount of material. Students want 
a direc t program; they criticize getting off 
the track . A professor comes into class 
with a direction because that's the name of 
the game. You' re supposed to go into class 
with more than just 3 or 4 cases to be 
covered. There's an overall theory to be 
co nveyed, to do something with the 
material in the cases - this 1s what the 
professor' s colleagues expect. Hi s 
colleagues are very harsh on tenure and 
evaluation ratings as to how well a teacher 
offers this broader view o( the subject. But 
a good professor has a purpose, a train of 
doing that now . They have first year classes 
with 20 students, but I don' t know what 
the results have been. The students could , 
in effect , do that here now by going to the 
professor. 
LS: The present environment (Eagle St. 
and Prudential) certainly isn't conducive 
to free learning. 
AK: It's like being taught law in a closet. 
Budget and space limitations ~amper the 
educational process to be sure, but I doubt 
that the problems will miraculously clear 
up with the new building. But it will make 
it betler. At least the students, faculty and 
library will all be in the same place. 
LS: What can be done to make Law School 
less of a deadly cxperience'l 
AK: The institution and the student both 
can respond . Students must see ii as thei r 
job to make use o r the resources tha1 arc 
ava ilable to U1em . The inslitution must be 
made aware of the deadliness of the 
present process, if that is how the students 
feel. 
Nobody is prepared 10 buy a new idea, 
such as clinical programs, just because it's 
new. The faculty wants plans, proposals, 
figures, not just ideas. Resistan ce comes 
because there must be safeguards Lo make 
sure that it will be a high quality learning 
· experience. That means that students will 
be learning more than how to file papers. 
A profession is a public trust - lawyers 
regulate themselves. A professor is an 
intennediary between the public and the 
profession. I 'take this responsibi lity very 
seriously. I am training people who are to 
deliver a service to the public. In this 
function the faculty is entrusted to do that 
job well ; that is the trust. The sign 
LA WYER on one's door means that person 
coherent (it is to be hoped) thought th:ir'l-is competent to handle a client's legal 
has to be carried out. He wiU try to 
continue his train of thought rather than 
aUowing a freer now of the class dictated 
by the questions the students raise . But he 
should also go with the now - essentially 
it is a question of how to manage the time 
to maximum benefit. 
LS:. Do you think that smaller first-year 
classes would help the 'problem? 
1tK: It's certainly worth a try . Berkeley is 
As a thinker, one should speak only 
of self-education. 111e education of 
youth by o th ers is either an 
experiment, conducted on one as 
yet unknown and u11k11owable, or a 
le 11eling on principle, to make the 
new character, whate11er it may be, 
confonn (D the habits and ~ostoms 
that pre11ai/: in bo th cases, 
therefore, something unworthy of 
the thinker- the work of parents 
and teachers, whom an audaciously 
honest person has called nos 
ennemis naturels. 
Frederich Nietzsche 
The Wanderer and His Shadow 
affairs . The bar examination is not 
satisfactory as a control mechanism. One 
can take it any number of times until he 
pa sses it. We do not fulfill our 
responsibility by passing the buck. We 
must make sure that the people who 
graduate are competent to serve the public. 
LS: If that is the responsibility of the law 
school, how is the educational process here 
ltving up to that responsibility? 
AK: That's the heart of the problem : To 
what extent is the school as an institlltion 
=~~~els w~~u;;~t: t ~:/~:::~n~ ~~:1 
living up to its responsibi lity to tram 
0 ~~ 
for the school to serve the public more 
directly through such things as jail projects, 
legal advice for the poor. One of the 
reasons for these demands is that the main 
se rvice (to train com1,etent servants) is 
indirect and therefore not visible . 
In 1953 the curriculum of this school 
fit on one page. All courses were required . 
The response of the school has been 
significant in the last 20 years. Just look at 
the variety of courses presently available . 
But the profe ssion has not always 
favorab ly responded to the changes in the 
curriculum. 
The first year is almost an irreducible 
minimum. Even schools that have been 
most inclined to radicalize the 2nd and 3rd 
year program have been very loath to 
affect the Big Four. It's like music, the rest 
is all variations on a theme. The 
information covered in the first year is the 
heart of the law. The rest is learning the 
superstructural application of the basics. 
Let's assume that the 2nd and 3rd 
,r 
;ii 
Prof Al Katz 
LS: Or are the students so turned off by 
this time that they no longer have any 
desi re to learn? 
AK: l don' t see how anyone can read 
criminal law or torts or other opinions 
without seeing the real world behind them. 
II is not a slide specimen. There 's no split 
between the real world and books. It's in 
your mind. As a student, I used to cry 
about some of the situations that the. 
people in the cases were in. It's a failure of 
imagination. 
What kind of lawyers are we turning 
out? Wall Street will take care of its own. 
Those students who are most interested in 
the masses, the poor, I will be most hard 
on. I cannot tolerate a third-rate lawyer 
who will service the poor. The poor need 
first-rate legal service because the other 
side has all the power. And the elementary 
aspects of law - contracts, procedure, are 
the most important because most of the 
problems of the poor center in those areas. 
When you are in the business of se rving as 
counsel to a social underdog, you have to 
be the best. You cannot afford to lose a 
case. 
It 's the curiousity and liveljness of the 
first-year students that really gets me . So 
far this year two new ideas have come out 
of class discussion. And this came about 
because students didn' t understand what 
was g_oi ng o n and they wanted to 
unders tand , so they pushed. It's the give 
and take, the dynamics of the exchange 
that makes it a pleasure. Without the 
exchange, teacher-teacher, teacher-student, 
s tudent -student, it's deadly dull and 
probably not worth doing. 
I would greatly appreciate suggestion as 
to future topics and/or persons to be 
interviewed LS. 
I 
i 
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HAMBURGER AGAIN 
Operating on near-poverty budgets, most law students 
find themselves with a surfeit of hamburger in their diets. 
l'I This column will attempt to help students avoid this fate. 
THE MAD, MAD CHILE WORLD 
A rose may be simply a rose, but a Mexican dish can be 
a total experience. The following recipe is superb for any 
meal of the day. T ry it ; you'll like it. 
Huevos Rancheros 
J These country-style eggs are more than just a dish ; 
properly served they become a meal. Fried eggs are placed 
atop mildly sauced, ligh tly fri ed tortillas and garnished with 
buttery avocado. They invariably are accompanied by 
Refried Beans. (If you prefer, poach or scramble the eggs.) 
2 medium-sized onions, fin ely chopped 
I tbsp. salad oil 
I can ( IO oz.) Mexican Red Chile Sauce 
I can (8 oz.) tomato sauce 
½ tsp.crumbled oregano 
I tbsp. butter 
I can ('I lb.) Refried Beans 
½ cup shredded cheddar cheese 
6 hot fried corn tortillas (directions fo llow) 
6 o r 12 fried eggs (directions foll_ow) 
12 avocado slices 
Canned or ,bottled Salsa Jalapena o r green ch ile salsa 
(sauce) 
I , 
Cook onion in salad oil until soft ; add red ch ile sa uce, 
tomato sauce and oregano. Bring lo a full boil , then simmer 
gen tly , uncovered , for I 5 minutes; st ir occasionally. Use ho t. 
or cool and reheat. 
Cut butter in small pieces and mix with refried beans; 
spread in a sma ll shallow casserole and sprinkle with cheese. 
Bake, uncovered, in a 350 degree oven for I 5 minutes. 
Dip each hot fri ed tortilla in heated sauce, coating both 
sides, then place tortillas on individual dishes. or side by side 
on a large tray. Spoon all the sa uce evenl y over tortillas and 
top each with I or 2 hot fried eggs. Garnish with avocado 
slices. 
1, Pass sa lsa jalapena (a hot sa uce) or green chile sa lsa (a 
milder preparation) to be added as desired. Accompany with 
hot refried beans. Makes 6 main-d ish serv ings. 
FRIED TORTILLAS 
Hea t about ½ in . sa lad o il in a small rrying pan over 
modera te hea l. Fry tortillas, one at a time, until slightly 
crisp; turn frequentl y . Drain on paper towe ls. Keep warm for 
a few minutes on an electric wt1rming trn y or in the oven if 
you plan to serve at o nce, or le t cool, then spread in a single 
layer on a baking shee t''and bake at 350 degrees (in the same 
oven when the beans a re baking) for about 4 minutes. 
FRIED EGGS 
Melt 2 tbsp. butte r in a IO to 12 inch frying pan over 
medium-low heat. Break 6 eggs into pan (use 2 pans for 12 
eggs, or cook in succession). Sprinkle with about ¼ cup 
shredded cheese and I tbsp. wa ter. Cover and cook until eggs 
are set the way you like ; sa lt to taste and transfer onto 
sauce-coated tortillas. 
Coming next week: The most scrumptious dessert you 've 
ever tasted. 
1: 
Theatre
the unnamasle 
by Ibby Lang 
One does not watch A.C.T.'s current 
production, The Unnamable ; one experiences it : 
inletlecluat ly , aurally, visually and physically 
experiences it. An original, and wholly authorized 
adaptation of Samuel Beckett's novel, the play 
enjoyed a successful run in Buffalo last year and is 
now being re•produced (or, per A.C.T. ·publicity, 
.. held over 09) prior lo a New York engagement , and 
performed at 8 p.m. each Friday and Satu rday 
evening through November 4. It is well worth 
experiencing. 
The strength of the produclion derives from the 
powerful and devastating philosophical proposals 
which Bccke t1 's not-so-well-known-novel puts forth 
a nd which Jo se ph Dunn and lrja Koljonen 
(co-adaptors, -directors, and -designers) have 
magnificently translated into a dynamic dramatic 
adventure. Their intelligent staging brings Beckett's 
agonized , unanswerable question~ to the audience 's 
consciousne ss on a multiplicity o f levels and th rough 
numerous media. One leaves the theatre numbed by 
11,e Unnamab/e. 
Beckett's words and ideology are accompanied 
and allerna led wilh complementary lighting and 
sound effects. Cen ter stage a character struggles to 
discards it. Always this man is alone. He hears only 
himself, sees only by his own light , believes only his 
own words. The play revolves (very lilerally) around 
this man, this Everyman. He is mirrored in his 
s trenths and failings by the rest of a highly 
accomplished A.C.T. company, lhus stressing lhe 
fears and doubts of Man, and confirming his 
Everyman sta tus. His confusion is emphasized and 
reiterated by the recorded sound which at times 
accompanies his questioning and at times blasts away 
on its own. His ever-changing fears are illuminated 
and then hidden by the extraordinarily complex and 
eve r-c h anging lighting patterns. The media 
inte rmingle and the message is driven home, and the 
message churns your guts in its hopelessness. 
Needless to say the production could not attain 
the power described above were il not fo r an 
impressively professional company. Each member 
displays skill , discipline of movement and vocal 
control which makes most of the Broadway 
performers I 've seen in the past year seem cloddy 
and amateurish. These men and women are serious 
abou t their art and ac t with vigor and confidence. 
The play requires a viewer's attention, but once 
that is given returns very much more in the way of 
intellectual, visual and aural stimulation. Tickets for 
students are $ t.00 (general $2.00) and may be 
obta in ed a t Nort on Hall and the American 
find the purpose and meaning of life ; he preaches Contemporary Theatre , 1695 Elmwood Ave., or 
half-lrulhs and denies !hem , discovers reason and reserved by calling 877- 9053. 
At .the Movies 
by Malt Greenblalt 
As movie c ritic for th e 
Opin ion, I ha've been given the 
responsibil ity of reviewing movies 
showing in 1he·aret1, and reporting 
to yo u . th e readers o f the 
Opinion, my observa tions as to 
thei r worth. I was chosen for this 
ass ignme nt only afte r carefu l 
c ons id e rati o n of a ll th e 
qualitlcations of all the cand id:.ites 
in an ent ire field uf one and 
because I vo luntee red. 
Imm e diat e l y up o n my 
ascendency, a problem arose as to 
w h c t her I should restrict Lh e 
review s to mov ies that arc 
··relevant " to the law , or whether 
,lhcre should be a freer rein . The 
edit or and myse lf discussed this 
m oder n di l e mma , and 
subsequentl y we began 10 discover 
th e diffic ulti es in vo lved in 
maintaining the review's relevancy 
to the la w environment. 
One movie which I wished to 
review was Cecil B. DeMille 's The 
Te,, Commandmem s, which just 
fini shed showing in this area and 
is to be on T .V. some time th is 
Fall. The movie is obviously 
Ho llywood at its apex and , 
although portions of it have 
become the sl!ghtest bit camp , its 
significance as the spec tacular of 
spectacul ars is not to be 
overlooked by film freaks. (h's so 
spec tacu lar that Ben Hur seems 
like a n a.fternoon T .V. soap 
opera). ' 
However , The T e n 
Commandments' relevancy to law 
school is somewhat tenuous. It is 
true th3t the movie concerns itself 
with issues of the highest appeal . 
Also, it does present a rather 
novel method of legislative 
drafting by having divine lightning 
strokes burn laws into a stone 
w a II. Howeve r , I fear the 
Suggestion would be lost on our 
present day legislators since they 
seem unable to read the 
handwriting on the wa ll as it is. 
Beyo ne the se po ints , this 
movie contains ve ry little in terms 
of legal relevancy. unless. of 
cou rse, you wish ltJ stretch the 
concept so mewhat. The Ten 
Commandments do~s have ar tistic 
qualities worth mentioning. The 
special effects were, 10 be litera l. 
ou t of this world . Seeing the 
burning bush. watching bot h the 
Nile and the Pharaoh turn red, 
and witnessing the Red Sea par! in 
Technicolor. arc as much o f a gas 
as watching the Nixon Checkers' 
Speech. 
Th e performances of Yul 
Brynner , as Ramses, und Edward 
G. Robinson. as Nathan, were 
more than adequate and, of 
courSe, Charle ton Hes ton was as 
Charle ton Heston is. Many of the 
supporting roles were also decent. 
wilh the exception of the woman 
who played Nefertiti , th e 
Pharaoh's wife. Quile frankly I 
ca nn ot remember her name 
because when I saw it in the 
credits, I did no t recognize it , nor 
do I think given her performance, 
that we will ever see it again. 
Except for the scene in which the 
entire Egyp tian army was 
drowned in lhe Red Sea, her 
performance was the greatest 
fiasco on the screen. 
To deviate somewhat from my 
main theme , I must relate to you 
an incident which occurred while 
I was al the movie. As Nefertiti 
was strqtling around the scree~ 
allempling lo took fetching by 
virtue of the supporting role by 
Dupont, my date leaned over and 
remarked, "I wonder what she 
had 10 do to Cecil B. DeMille in 
order to get the pi,_rt? 11 
A second movie which I wished 
to review did not present quite as 
many prob lems as The Ten 
Comma ,idmen ts. In The New 
Cenru.rions, we have George C. 
Scott, clad in blue this time , 
·endow in g hi s ever-practi cal 
philosophy of law cnforcemenl lo 
a rookie cop. Subsequent ly, the 
movie tells the story of this rookie 
' as he becomes involved in his 
profession. Fur lhose of you who 
are Alfred H itchcock fan s. 
guessing the ending wi ll prove to 
be no ch a ll e nge wha lsoever, 
nonetheless. there arc some well 
co nc e iv ed plol twists \n the 
middle. 
This movie docs concern it se lf 
with some ''re levant " issues in the 
fi e ld of crimina l law. Scott 
demonstrates some rather novel 
methods of criminal prevent ion 
and enforcement thal do bring up 
th e ge ne ral questions of the 
difficulties involved in enfor~ing 
the law and , indeed , the necessity 
of certain laws. Also, the movie 
philosophizes, via a histo ri cal 
analogy, on lhe relationship 
between our socie ty and the 
police. The movie undoubtedly 
has its defects. It certa inly does 
not measure up to Patton , but 
there are lega l questions which it 
properly poses, and I would 
recommend it, th o ugh not 
categorically , 10 those who wish 
to be entertained as well as 
intellectually st imulated . 
So , here we have the 
difficulties ari sing from being a 
film critic for a law school 
newspaper. Do the reviews have to 
be relevan t lo the law? I am not 
sure that this issue will result in a 
full-fledged leller-10-the-edilor 
war. but I am sure that the 
Opinion will se riously consider 
any arguments that the reader 
might have. After all, if there 's 
one thing that is relevant to law 
school, it's contentiousness. 
I 
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The Environmental Crisis 
My Ride Home 
by Robert Doren 
BEEP . . . BEEP .. . 
You can' t drive worth . .. My God . . . 
Oh no, stuck behind another bus; 
I think I'll die of suffocation. 
-Wow, what a pothole! 
Just missed that . . . Aie -
Got that one. 
Come on, come on, BEEP ... BEEP ... 
You'd think I'd just sleep in the office; 
It takes me almost as long to go back and fo rth 
As all my hours . . . 
Who you honking at ? 
I can't believe it. 
I think I'd drop over 
If I could just once see the top of that bridge. Rest 
It's probably rusty and never been painted. 
by Robert Doren 
Wouldn' i you know it, 
Another lady who can't hit a broad side of a barn - He rested on the seventh day ; Tosses her coins on the ground. 
"He rested from all His work I can' t figure out why I always Which God in crea ting had made." get stuck behind them. He created work; he had not worked. 
Oh yes, now it's time And what of this work , To drop into tra ffic undetected - I shall tell what has been writte·n. Going twenty , as everyone does sixty, We are now in the sixth day Because someone still hasn't learned how to drive Or so it seems. 
This is ridiculous . .. You may say how I know, I should move back into the city , But I have kn owledge Live in a cubical As do we all -And die of natural causes - smog. We all must die. 
This is life . . Bliss, oh mighty bliss!Yes, dear, I'm home. If we were but beasts to drink clear wa ter Fine dear, my day was fine. And walk thro ugh the reeds Make it a double, will you? With no sound but a bird . ' -Robert Doren 
For " the tree of the knowledge of good and evil , 
Thou shalt not eat of it 
-For in th e day that thou eatest thereof 
Thou shalt surely die." 
Each makes a glutton of us all , 
But the green apples are turning rotten 
And the day gtows short 
And there are other trees in the garden. 
I am ego 
It has been sa id -
'"... Man in our im age 
After our likeness. .. " 
My position is guardian, master , propagator ; 
If I could but remember all these. 
For to "Be 1:ruitful , and multiply, and rep lenish the earth , 
· and subdue it" -
I am unli ke Him 
I must work . not crea te it as He did. 
For what I create is merely sto len 
From that which we cannot ea t 
Lest God shall rest. 
For we "have dominion over the fish of the sea 
And over the fow l of the air 
And over every living thing that creepeth upon the earth . .. " 
He has given "every green herb for food." 
"Behold , it was very good 
And there was evening 
And there was morning 
The sixth day." 
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f AculTy-STudENT CoMM·iTTEES 
Academic Policy and Program Committee 
Richard Schwarlz , Chairman 
James At lcson 
Louis Del Cotto 
Roberl Gordon 
Joseph Laufer 
Stuart Brody * 
Mary Ann Hawco • 
Larry Zimmerman * 
The funclions of the Professional Program 
Committee, Legal Studies Committee, and 
Committee on Academic Standards and 
Standing are merged for one year in APPC. 
Faculty-Student Relations Board 
David Kochery , Chairinan 
Olney Clowe, Vice Chairman * 
Patrick Kelley 
Daniel Steinbock, Secretary 
Louis Swartz 
Michael Berger • 
Judith Kampf • 
Hazel Warnick * 
Student Representatives to Faculty Meeting,, 
Donald Conover • 
Judith Kampf • 
Regina Felton• 
Gene Coffin• 
Budget and Program Review Committee 
Richard Schwartz, Chairman 
Jacob Hyman 
Kenneth Joyce 
Millon Kaplan 
Al Katz 
Larry Wenger 
Susan Bring • 
John Hayden • 
The functions of the former Library 
Committee are assigned to the BPRC . 
Grievance Committee 
Robert Fleming 
Adolf Hamburger 
David Kochery 
International Legal Studies · 
Thomas Buergenthal, Director 
Mitchell Franklin , Consultant 
Ted Orlin* 
Placement 
Marjorie Mix 
Thomas Hurley 
Thomas Mullaney • 
Thomas Reeve • 
Richard Schisler* 
William Hamilton • 
Committee on Committees 
Richard Schwartz, Chairman 
James Atlcson 
Kennelh Joyce 
Patrick Kelley 
Appointments Committee 
Daniel Gifford , Chairman (Fall) 
Marjorie Girth 
Adolf Hamb urger 
Herman Schwartz 
Richard Schwartz 
Marylou Clark * 
Judith Kampf * 
Nathaniel Wong * 
Minority Student Program Committee 
Dannye Holley, Chairman 
Robert Fleming ' 
James Manak 
Howard Mann 
Stephen Marx 
Melvin Baker • 
Al Brown• 
Katrina Mitchell* 
Mitchell Lecture 
Marc Galanter, Director 
Thomas Bailey • 
Michael Slachowski• 
Admissions Committee 
Philip Lochner, Chairman 
Kenneth Davidson 
Robe rt Reis 
Norman Rosenberg 
Lee Teitelbaum (Spring) 
Thomas Bailey • 
Linda Cleveland * 
Kay Latona* 
Building 
Wade Newhouse , Director 
Research and Special Programs 
Marc Galanter, Director 
Milton Kaplan, Co-ordinator 
John Levi • 
Faculty Senate Representatives 
Kenneth Davidson 
Robert Fleming 
Jacob Hyman 
, Moot C.ourt 
Kenneth Joyce, Director 
, • Student 
11ran1e verdil5B 
An Irregular Feature from the 
Archives of D.G. Roberts 
Peering through old Enalish reports 
early one September morning, l _came 
across an obscure and forgotten negligence 
case, decided in 1.642. 
It seems that a burly cockney laborer, 
I.,. Weatherwax by name , was lifting 
barrels loaded with gin onto an oxdrawn 
wagon when the handle on one of the 
barrels snapped, sending the 250 liter 
barrel cascading down on . him. The 
projectile landed upon Ian's left leg with 
such force that the leg was severely 
crushed. 
Ian , in intense pain and suffering divers 
mental distress lay writhing on the cold, 
cold earth. Fortuitiously for Ian, his loyal 
and true friend Derek Northrup happened 
upon the scene. Realizing that Ian was 
greatly periled. Derek rushed to his aid and 
commenced to extricate Ian from his 
predicament. He then lifted Ian into the 
wagon apd drove him to the parish 
hospital. 
Upon being admitted , Ian was placed in 
the emergency room. There he was 
examined by the staff doctor, one Archie 
_Witherspoon , M.D. Dr. Witherspoon 
determined that Ian's left leg would have 
to come off. Although stunned and severly 
upset , Ian agreed, since he had no other 
chok:C. Surgery was to be performed in the 
next hour. 
In thC intervening 60 minutes, Dr. 
Witherspoon was called away to perform 
an emergency childbirth in the neighboring 
parish. In his place, his assistant, Malcoim 
Countryman, M.D., prepared Ian for 
surgery. 
Surgerf commenced and was 
completed successfully. Whereupon , Dr. 
Witherspoon returned and checked in on 
Ian's recovery. He was shocked to find out 
that Dr. Countryman had made a grevious 
error. He had amputated the wrong leg. 
Realizing the mistake, he shrugged his 
shoulders and went ahead with surgery to 
extract the remaining leg. · 
When Ian came out of his herb-induced 
sleep , he realized that someone had 
screwed up and that he was the screwee. 
Of course, he immediately retained 
Fenton Arch'er who was known throughout 
the parish to be the best negligence lawyer 
thereabouts. The hospital was joined with 
Drs . Witherspoon and Countryman as 
defendants. Mr. Archer asked for I 0,000 
pounds for Ian's physical damage, I 0,000 
pounds for mental distress and 5,000 
pounds in punitive damages. 
All the evidence pointed to a successful 
verdict. 
However, the judge, the Honorable 
Aphus Abricrombe, granted the defenses 
near hopeless request for a summary 
judgment. 
Startled, Mr. Archer approached the 
bench and implored the judge to offer his 
reasons for so ludicrous a decision. 
Unruffled, Judge Abricrombe leaned 
back in his black leather chair and took a 
deep drag on his pipe. Slowly letting the 
smoke out, .the judge said simply, "I thrtw 
this case out, Mi- . Archer, because your 
client does not have a leg to stand on." 
Weatherwax v Sussex Parish General 
Hospital , 3 I Queens Bench Reporter 74, 
(1642). 
LAW 
STUDENTS 
JOIN 
SCHUSSMEIST.ERS SKI CLUB 
WE PROMISE YOU 
A BETTER WINTEH 
$30.00 
-Free Skiing: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights at K.B., plus bus transportation. 
Reduced Rate Tickets: 
K.B., Bluemont, Holiday Valley, Ski Wing. 
- Reduced Rate Lessons 
and Rental. 
- \Tcrmont, Western, 
Canadian\ Ski Trips. 
Schussmeisters Ski Clul 
fOR INFORMATION CA:LL: 3f8 Norton Hall 
831 -2145/2146 
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DocroR lAwyER 
Always wanted lo be a doctor State Bar Assn. A staff attorney Sports Huddlewithout going to med school? resp6nded to the query and 
Well, now you can be. enclosed the Bar Association's by Douglas G. Roberts scoring bomb. However, the defensive unit , which 
The institution of the Juris 
Doctor degree has brought about 
a great deal of confusion within 
the legal profession. J .D. holders 
were allowed to address each 
other academically as Doctor, but 
this was forbidden professionally . 
Ms. Barbara Sims, an ex-law 
school in struc to r, has now 
clarified the use of the address 
"Doctor." A letter written to the 
New York State Education Dept. 
Committee on Professional Ethics 
0 pini o n No . I 0 SA which 
officially permits the usage of the 
title doctor for all those with a 
professional degree in law. The 
opinion, par t of the Code of 
Professional Re sponsibility , 
became effective on Jan. I, 1970 . 
The opinion also permits the 
listing of earned law degrees on 
letterheads and other stationary . 
In the pas t such usage was 
frowned upon by the community 
had not been scored upon in the previous two games, 
It was once said that victories on the battlefield weakened and allowed the opposition three easy 
were fashioned on the playing fields of Eton. Now, a toucbdow?5· . . 
century and a half later, the same cry rings out, but Entering the fmal SIX minutes of play, the 
with slight revision. Coach Alan Snyder, in yet Shysters found th~mselves on_ the_ short end of a 
another of his passionate pregame pep talks, instilled 19-6 score. Al this porn!, Jacmski teamed up w~th 
a fighting spirit in his troops with a plagarized hi s se lf-pr_ocla1med su~rstar, haltback Mike 
version of Lord Wellington's famous quote. He Stachows~1 for two rapid touchdown passes. 
ended his pregame verbal barrage to his crew of ~oupled_with successful PAT~, the Sh~sters forged· 
assembled jocks with the following exhortation: mto a slim 2~- 19 l~~d and w1th ·one minute an_d 50 
"The victories in small claims court are fashioned on seconds, then position, even though precanous, 
the intramural playing fields of Clark Gym." appeared to be reason~bly safe. . ~ 
Inflamed by these remarks, his squad marched Unfortun~tely, d1saste_r struck. The opposmon 
rw_:a.:..s_f_o_rw_a_rd_e_d_ 1o_th_e_N_ew_ Y_o_r_k_o:.;;f..cla::..wc.ycceccrs:c._______ ~ onto the field with fire in their eyes and murder in quarterback, m a desperation h~ave, tossed the ball 
their hearts. Ah , but alas, when the dust had settled 40 yards upfield. The pass fell mcomplete but the 
and the cool air of autumn had enveloped the ~eferee, a pmt-s1zed un?~rgraduate run~,.s1gnalled an 
playing surface, the Shysters had lost. interference pe~alty , g.ivmg_ the oppos1tion the ballBuildiNG NorE-
According to the la test Word from the 
people in the Office of Facilities Planning, the 
new Law and Jurisprudence building is ahead of 
schedule. This is despit e a n e ight-week 
construction strike this summer. 
. Plans now call for the University to accept 
th e building from the Sta t e Univ ersity 
Construction Fund in February. The building 
should be ready f~r occupan cy and classes in 
June. 
~--------------------------' "The Procurer" Stackhowski (sic). Jacinski, a 
AMTOWAGA 
GRIMETOWN POLICE QUELL RIOT lN PAIN PLACE 
tiy Lucius G. Paddlefast 
A group o f students from the Grimetown Law School 
staged a minor riot last night in Pain Place, Grimetown's 
downtown shopping mall . They broke a window in the 
Archie Bunker campaign headquarters, which is located in 
the mall, and flung abou t a quantity of Bunker-for-President, 
supplies which they reached through the broken window. Lt. 
Maynard Man acle , head of the Rio t Contro l Squad o f the 
Grimetown Police Department, told the p ress that the 
demonstration occurred following a meeting at the nearby 
Grime town Law School Building, a t which Lucius Q. 
Paddlefast was no minated for Congress by the Independent 
Reform Party . 
':Appare ntly they got all riled up a t the meeting," sa id 
Lt. Manacle, "because they came pouring ou t of the Law 
School building at about IO p .m. with their Viet Cong fl ags 
fl y ing and clutching little red books full of quotations from 
recent High Bench decisions. They went roaring up the two 
blocks between the Law School and Pain Place, and 
apparently upon a signal from their march-leader, a student 
by the name of Charley Cheveux, they smashed the window 
and grabbed all those Bunker buttons, bumper stickers, etc. 
You could just te ll they have no sympathy for Bunker's 
increasingly popular campaign for the Presidency." 
Paddlefast himself disclaimed any r61e in the outbreak. 
The 29-year-old executive admitted he had delivered a 
passionate speech accepting the Independent Reform Party 's 
nomination to run for Congress, and that he had called for 
radical reforms in the fields of health care, judicial 
administration and labor relations. But Paddlefast denied 
that his remarks were responsible for the anti-Bunker riot. 
Paddlefast's innocence however was doubted by Stuart 
Stutter, Paddlefast's opponent in the race to represe~t the 
99th Congressional Distric t. Stutter, who was nominated 
recently by the Entrenched Interests Party , openly accused 
Paddlefast of conjuring up the Pain Place riot. 
"Paddlefast is a demagogue of the first order," he 
asserted . "He made a Jot of inflamma tory remarks to a 
bunch of impressionable law students, who n~turally went 
berserk and vented their spleen on a person odious to them , 
but beloved by most Ame ricans - Archie Bunker. If -I_ am 
elected I will demand that Paddle fast be locked up m a 
dungeo~ somewhere ·_ a fitting place would be the 
mop-room in the basement of the Grime town Law School." 
Lt. Manacle · revealed that although Paddle fast 1s not 
being prosecuted , two of his adherents, Charley Cheveux, 
23, and Gary Goodfellow, 25, both law studen_ts, had_been 
placed under arrest by Grimetown police for thetr part m the 
Bunker break-in. 
In spite of the inspired le3dership of returning on th~ ~hysters five yard line. On the ne_xl play the 
Coach Snyder, the Shysters are presently mired in oppos1t1?n pu~hed the ball across the disheartened 
third place in their division, sporting a mediocre _ShysAlers lghoal 1mek. . k d ff . d th 
_ 1_ 1 record s e 1 1 e o 11s 1ast secon s, ec oc 1c1 Things g~l ff t d' • . r th Shysters stood doomed lo their first regular season 0 0 1 1 
. a_ osappom mg s ar _as e defeat in three years 25-20. 
ShySler s , pl aying without a~ experie_nced When last see~, Coach Snyder was observed 
quarle rback, were playedtoa0- 0llebyChemostry. fuio fi th gh his f ,1 1 I 8 1There were standouts in that ame. r _u_s y ea m~ rou . vo ume o_ art et~ s 
The next week, howeve~ the Shysters thrashed Fam1har Quotations _(which he had rece1v~d for hos 
the Buckem Borge! lls, 37-0. Part of the reason for 8th buthday from hos maternal aunt Sophie) for an 
10the Shys t ers' remarkable turnabout was the appropnate remark lay on his weary and 
acquisition of Charlie Jacinski recruited from the dosappomted_ band of warriors. He couldn ' t find one. 
Celeste Upholstering squad of °Kaiscrtown by Mike It was th"1kmd of day. 
dropback passer, threw five touchdown passes to 
rece ivers Flea Roberts, Porky Tracy, and two.way Anyone interested in playing rugby, contact 
sensa tion Mike "Million Moves" Klein. Jerry Solomon at 837- 0874. 
In the Shysters' third game, the squad jumped Practices are held every Tuesday, Wednesda)' 
off to a quick 6-0 advantage when, on the first and Thursday at 5:30 at Delaware Park across from 
series of downs, Jacinski hit Roberts on an 80 yard the Zoo. 
.. 
, 
1 
Crossword No. 2 
by Jon Kastoff 
ACROSS: 
J. Net fabric 
5. Mirthful 
I 0. Med. School course (abbr.) 
14. Ferrous metal 
15. To take on 
I6. Mode of transportation 
17. Shade trees 
I 8. Group of WW II prisoners 
20. One o f the DiMaggio, 
2 1. ---lgeuse 
22. Mentally infi rm 
23. Golden ---
25. Exclamation 
26. Draft agency (abbr.) 
27. Botlle residents 
29. Families 
3 1. Norse epics 
32. Sonny and ---
33. Treble or base 
46. Place oneself 59. Opposite of good 
38. 33 1/3% 
37. --- in Winter 
49. Conjugate of to have 60. French land masses 
50. Small opening 6 I. Typical of ~panish galleons39. Network 
51. --- the way to do ii 62. Italian monetary unit40. Exam ine 
41. Part of a sword 53. Schoolchildren's parents org. 63. Household animals 
42 . A jury ·or one's ---
43. Expand 
45 . Embarrasses 
ANSWERS TO NO. 1 
54. arbiter (abbr.) 
57 . Adversary of 34 down 
DOWN : 
I. Perjured 
2. ---Guthrie 
3. Describing I 8 across 
4. Navy officer (abbr.) 
5. Jockeys 
6. Everything ---places 
7. Land measure 
8. Chest, wall , or pea 
9. Really attempts 
IO. 2,000 lb . 
11 . Hitlerites 
12. Skating jumps 
I 3. Prongs of a fork 
19. Red Schwartz 
2 I. Honey makers 
24. N.Y, and S.F. residents 
25. Awake 
27 . Money 
64. Staggers when in toxicated 
65 . Leg joinl 
29 .---Wills 
30. Cry of terror 
32. Offspring 
34. Leader of 18 across 
35. Fr. conj. 
36. ---Parker 
38. N.Y. landmark hotel 
42. Element (abbr.) 
44. Spinning sound 
45 . Present tense opposi te of 46 across 
46. Undress 
47 . --- in one 
48. Home of the Himalayas 
50. Mme De---
52. Meeting (abbr.) 
53 . Funeral ---
55. The Old Sod 
56. Escape 
58, Actress Charlolle ---
59. Antlei~d animal 
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Practicing Law Institute announces seminars on 
Prisoners' Rights to be held Oct. 27- 8 in Los Angele s, 
Nov. 10- 11 in Dallas, and Dec. 15- 16 in Chicago. 
The seminars are available to students at a reduced juniors to discuss the competition . 
fee of$ IO which includes a two-volume cou rse handbook. 
Each sem inar will include sessions on First 
Amendments right s, par o le hearings, post-release 
disabilities , and rehabilitation , as well as discussion by 
federal judges on prisoners' rights litigation and the federal 
judiciary . The special legal status of pre-trial detainees will 
be discussed, as will prison conditions. The lawyer's role 
will be emphasized through a concentration on trial 
preparation, remedies and the defense of prisoners' rights 
lawsuits. 
If interested , contact ·Ernest Wilkerson, Program 
Director and Staff Attorney , PU , 11 33 Ave. of the 
Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. 
COURT OF APPEALS AMENDS RULE FOR 
ADMISSIONS OF ATTORNEYS 
(from the Council on legal Education for Professional 
Respo11sibility, In c. Newsletler, Vol. V., No. 2, July 1972) 
' Because of its importance to clinical legal education Wenger, assisted by members of the Moot Court Board and 
CLEPR wishes to call atten tion to recent amendments to Law Review , will conduct a brief explanation of li'brary 
the New York Cou rt of Appeals rules dealing with the usage for Freshmen . 
admission of attorneys. · · 
These rules, which are a substant ial step fo rward for 
clinical legal education , were the result of proposa ls made OPINION REPRINTED 
by the Joint Conference on Legal Education . 
The Sept. 1972 edition of the Student Lawyer 
Credits for Clinical Work. The Court of' Appeals Journal , a publica tion of the ADA-Law Student Division 
promulgated a rule (effective,September I , I972) allowing contained a reprint of "Let Them Starve," by Larry 
substitution of clinical programs for up to 12 of the Shapiro. The article , which appeared in the April 20, 1972 
required 80 hours of classroom periods (22 NYCRR issue of the Opinion , discussed changes made in the 
520.4(c) (4)). Previously there was no mention of credits Federal Food Stamp Program. 
for clinical work. 
· Admission Pro Hae Vice. The Court of Appeals also 
promulgated a rule (effective September I , 1972) allowing 
any court of record to admit an attorney licensed in 
another State, pro hac vice : 
...... to advise and represent clients, or participate 
in the trial or argument of any case, during the 
continuance of his enrollment as a graduate student or 
graduate assistant , o r during his employment as a la.w 
school teacher in a criminal law or poverty law and 
litigation program in an approved law school in New York 
State, if in that case he is engaged without fee to advise o r 
represent the client through his participation in an 
organized defender associa tion or an organized legal 
services program approved by the county bar associa tion 
for the county whe re the pr'incipaJ office of said defender 
association or legal se rvices program is located. and the 
Appellate Division may require the filing of periodic 
reports by these organized defender assoc iations and legal 
services programs giving sllch details as may be deemed 
warranted such as the identity of the attorneys and 
m~ffers handled by graduate students, graduate assistants 
anti law school teachers pursuant to 1hcir admission pro 
l,ac ,ice under this rule .. . " (22 NYCRR 520.S(d) (2)). 
The foregoing summa~ies arc meant to highligh,t the .~ 
major provisions of lhese rules and do not purport to be I 
substitut~ for a careful read ing of the text. 
The Moot Court Board will also explain the function 
of Moot Court and the schedule of the year's proposed 
activities. 
Freshmen and Juniors are invited to participate. 
Freshmen who compete in the competition will be excused 
from the major writing requirement in Legal Bibliography. 
ABORTION LAW STUDY 
A testimonial sponsored by Women for the Right to 
Choose will be 'held Thursday October I9th al 190 
Franklin St. at 7:30. Topics for discussion will be the 
abortion and contraceptive laws and o ther fre~doms of 
sex uaJ expression. Free childcare will be provided. For 
more information call 882- 111 2. 
LIBRARY USAGE 
Friday , Oct. 20 , al 3:30 p.m. , Professor Larry 
BullETiN BoARd 
HOLIDAY! 
The Law School offices will be closed October 23 
for Veterans Day . There will be no classes, but the library 
will be open as usual, 8:30 to 11 :00. 
PRUDENTIAL LOUNGE 
Room 240 on the Second floor of Prudential will be 
available to students as a tounge and study area at any time 
except the following when seminars are being held : 
Mon. 3:30- 5:30 
Tues. I :00- 5:00 
Thurs. 11 :00- 1:00;3:30- 5:30 
DESMOND COMPETITION 
Peter D. Clark, Chairman of the Moot Court Board, 
announces that the seventh annual Charles S. Desmond 
Moot Court Competition will be underway soon. The 
Desmond Competition will be the basis for selection of 
candidates for the 1973 Moot Cour t Board . 
The Desmond problem case will be dist ributed Oct. 
20 at I :00, room !08. Chairman Clark and members of the 
Moot Court Board will meet with interested freshmen and 
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS FORUM 
Suggestions from students and professors for 
proposed speakers before the Distinguished Visitors Forum 
and the Mitchell Lecture Series are desired. Anyone 
wishing to propose a speaker should contact Tom Bailey, 
Professor Marc GaJanter or Mike Stachowski. 
ALDEN/BALDY LOAN FUND AVAILABLE 
TO SENIORS 
The Law School has $ 1471.47 from this endowed 
fund to loan to Senior law students. The terms of the loan 
are : 
I . repayment begins two years after graduation; 
2. a 3% interest rate will begin being charged at that 
time ; 
3. the minimum repayment shall be $ 150 per year. 
In order to apply for a loan from this fund , each 
studen t must make a written request of Dr. Marjorie Mix 
(I I th Floor, Prudential) stating: 
1. amount requested ; 
2. current outstanding educational loans; 
3. status (i.e. dependent , independent, married -
children? etc. 
4. current income from any source. 
Application must be made by October I 5, I 972. 
GAY LAW STUDENTS ORGANIZE 
Robert Brosius, a junior, announces the formation of 
Gay Law Students. The organization presented a 
const itution to the SBA on Sept. 29 which was 
subsequently approved October 6 . 
Mr. Brosius stated that the organization's main 
purpose is "to raise the consciousness of all law students so 
that they could work together in an atmospher• of'mu tual 
respect." He said the organization is small, but growing. 
The o rganization had its beginning in mid-September 
at a social party called by Brosius. GLS will seek to 
es tablish liaison and possibly affiliation with the Gay Law 
Students Association in Glendale , California. 
PIRG 
The Western New York Public Interest Research 
Group needs volunteers to work on its Migrant Workers 
Research Project. If interested in doing research, contact 
Karen at 834- I076 or in Room 36 I Norton Hall . 
GRADING LIST CORRECTION 
The grading results for Federal Jurisdiction taught 
by Al Katz Spring Semester were incorrectly listed. The 
correst results were 4 students in the course , 3 Qs and I F. 
